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Steeper MPK Package
Included within the MPK package from Steeper is a Plié 3 full limb build with a choice of adapters, designer fairings,
selection of six foot options and a five year warranty. All for only £12,495.

Plié 3 knee
The Plié 3 knee is still the fastest MPC knee, responding 10 to 20 times more rapidly than
other MPC knees.

Adapters
With a choice of two sets of adapters, the Plié 3 MPK package provides flexibility to the
clinician by offering a variety of build options.

Designer fairings
The Plié 3 designer fairings protect the frame and bring the user’s own style to the knee.
With a variety of colours and designs to choose from, customising the Plié 3 has never
been easier. For a full list of colours please consult the Plié 3 brochure.

Foot options
Included within the MPK package from Steeper is a choice of foot: including the Kinterra,
Sierra, Highlander, Maverick Xtreme, Maverick Xtreme AT and the Maverick Comfort AT. All
six feet are designed to help the user retain an active lifestyle, by providing a smooth and
efficient gait with stability and excellent energy return.

Kinterra

Sierra

Highlander

Combining hydraulics and carbon fibre
technology, the Kinterra provides the
user with rock solid stability.

The unique angle-top design
increases the length of the carbon
fibre spring maximising flexibility.

The Highlander provides active
patients with an efficient and smooth
gait with excellent energy return.

Maverick Xtreme

Maverick Xtreme AT

Maverick Comfort AT

A solid keel version that provides
extreme durability and flexibility. The
full length, unbolted sole plate ensures
seamless stance phase roll-over.

Benefiting from all the features
of the Xtreme but with a ±16°
inversion/eversion split keel design
providing excellent stability on
uneven terrains.

With a low foot profile combined with
a split keel, the Comfort AT offers
high energy storage/return and a ±16°
inversion/eversion split keel design for
ample ground compliance.

For more information on the MPK package, including part codes for ordering, please consult the Plié 3 brochure, or
contact customer services on customerservices@steepergroup.com or call 0113 270 4841.
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